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Real-Time Dynamic Articulations in the 2-D
Waveguide Mesh Vocal Tract Model

Jack Mullen, David M. Howard, and Damian T. Murphy

Abstract—Time domain articulatory vocal tract modeling in
one-dimensional (1-D) is well established. Previous studies into
two-dimensional (2-D) simulation of wave propagation in the vocal
tract have shown it to present accurate static vowel synthesis.
However, little has been done to demonstrate how such a model
might accommodate the dynamic tract shape changes necessary in
modeling speech. Two methods of applying the area function to the
2-D digital waveguide mesh vocal tract model are presented here.
First, a method based on mapping the cross-sectional area onto
the number of waveguides across the mesh, termed a widthwise
mapping approach is detailed. Discontinuity problems associated
with the dynamic manipulation of the model are highlighted.
Second, a new method is examined that uses a static-shaped rect-
angular mesh with the area function translated into an impedance
map which is then applied to each waveguide. Two approaches
for constructing such a map are demonstrated; one using a
linear impedance increase to model a constriction to the tract
and another using a raised cosine function. Recommendations
are made towards the use of the cosine method as it allows for
a wider central propagational channel. It is also shown that this
impedance mapping approach allows for stable dynamic shape
changes and also permits a reduction in sampling frequency
leading to real-time interaction with the model.

Index Terms—Acoustic impedance, acoustic resonators, acoustic
waveguides, speech synthesis, vocal system.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
URRENT technologies in artificial speech generation are

at a stage of near perceived realism. Many state of the

art text-to-speech (TTS) systems use sample-based concatena-

tive synthesis [1], [2]. Phonemes taken from recorded natural

speech are spliced together to create new words and sentences

not present in the original utterance. The recordings are of a

spoken voice, typically that of an actor, reading aloud for several

hours. A large database is constructed as each possible diphone

(the transition between the middle of one phoneme and another)

is extracted and categorized to be recalled for concatenation at a

later time. Such a scheme is, however, restricted to regeneration

only of sounds present in the original recordings. Even limited

processing of the signal may prove detrimental to the resulting

naturalness. Furthermore, the user may only communicate with

the vocal identity provided with the system.
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Articulatory vocal tract modeling attempts to recreate the be-

havior of the human speech apparatus to simulate the process of

speaking, rather than simply the sounds it generates. The tract

is an acoustic resonator with various mouth features that con-

stantly alter, constrict and stop the way vibrations travel through

it. These articulations and tract shape changes, combined with

the glottal source produce the sounds we perceive as speech.

An effective vocal tract model will display the ability to dy-

namically adapt, accommodating the changes in the tract area

function. Such a dynamic model can be used to simulate a diph-

thong—a slide between two vowels, for example /aU/ in the

word house. Area function changes can also be made to rep-

resent constrictions to the air flow in the model, giving lateral

articulation such as the /l/ in the word lip. Plosive articulations

can be modeled in a similar way, forcing a momentary stop and

then release of the air flow, such as the /p/ in the word put.

Frequency-domain articulatory modeling makes use of one-

dimensional (1-D) area function data to parameterize the tract

into a cascaded series of filters, each representing the different

sections of the tract [3]. The transfer functions of the filters are

adjusted according to the associated tract movements to sim-

ulate the manipulations to the airflow. More recent synthesis

models have been developed that use three-dimensional (3-D)

shape data of the complex system to generate the transfer func-

tions [4], [5]. However, numerical simulation of the actual vi-

brations within the system is reduced to a 1-D representation

for simplicity and real-time response.

Equivalent time-domain articulatory vocal tract models have

been developed, where the wave motion itself is directly syn-

thesized. Many studies have been conducted into the use of a

1-D chain of waveguides to simulate the resonances of the tract

[6]–[8]. More recent research has been focused on improving

the underlying propagational model to give better simulation

of the resonant cavity [9], [10]. Research into higher dimen-

sionality of the wave propagation model has shown that equiv-

alent formant patterns to the existing 1-D models can be gener-

ated using a two-dimensional (2-D) waveguide mesh [11]. It has

also been detailed that formants produced by the mesh model

follow an approximately linear bandwidth variation in response

to changes in boundary reflection parameters [12]. As such, the

2-D waveguide mesh tract has been presented as an alternative

development to the original 1-D piecewise acoustic tube model,

parallel to advances based on enhanced order area function ap-

proximation and improving the planar wave propagation mech-

anism. In addition, the extra dimensionality allows for simula-

tion of cross-tract modes, and the modeling of the split in the air

channel used in creating lateral sounds, such as /l/.

Current articulatory models have been used to synthe-

size simple words with near realism, but the method is not

1558-7916/$25.00 © 2006 IEEE
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comparable to concatenative synthesis at its current state of

development. The complicated and variable nature of the

movements of mouth features such as the tongue and lips need

to be parameterized and applied to an accurate, dynamically

adaptable model of the vocal tract cavity. In order to confirm the

application of multidimensional signal processing techniques

to time-domain articulatory tract modeling as a potentially

advantageous research direction, dynamic ability must first be

validated.

Work presented in this paper demonstrates further develop-

ments in 2-D waveguide vocal tract modeling. A new method

for area function application is demonstrated which allows for

stable dynamic changes to be made to the tract shape. Two

methods of introducing the effects of the area function onto the

tract model are examined. Furthermore, this adaptation also al-

lows for a reduction in system sampling frequency, which leads

to real-time performance. This paper is organized as follows,

Section II introduces the topic of synthesis using physics based

representation. The notion of the acoustic waveguide is intro-

duced in 1-D and then expanded into the 2-D mesh. This theory

is used to outline the structure of the 1-D time-domain articula-

tory tract model in Section III. Section IV recounts how the 2-D

mesh is used to synthesize the acoustics of the vocal tract, with

reference to the problems associated with making on-the-fly

changes to the area function. New techniques for dynamic artic-

ulatory synthesis using the 2-D model are given in Section IV-B.

Section IV-C then shows how those techniques also allow for

real-time performance to be achieved in the model.

II. PHYSICAL MODELING SYNTHESIS

Numerical simulation of any real-world process requires a

valid discretisation of the problem domain, and a definition of

physics derived laws governing behavior within the system. In

the context of acoustical physical modeling much focus has been

placed on the use of the 1-D digital waveguide for real-time

synthesis of bores and pipes. The extension of this technique

towards a 2-D and 3-D digital waveguide mesh can be used

in a multidimensional simulation of acoustic wave propagation

within a membrane, rigid structure or air cavity, although the in-

creased processing load can result in non realtime performance.

A. One-Dimensional Digital Waveguide

The digital waveguide physical model defines the unit ele-

ment within a 1-D system to be a bi-directional digital delay

line [13]. The units are connected together in a chain or ladder

configuration as demonstrated in Fig. 1. This discrete form as-

sumes the system to be of a linear time invariant nature.

Based on a discrete version of the d’Alembert solution to the

one-dimensional wave equation, the total pressure at

the waveguide at distance (or a number of waveguide unit

lengths ) along the chain and at time interval is the sum of

left-going and right-going components at each time

step as in (1), where is the wave speed

(1)

Fig. 1. One-dimensional chain of waveguides

Fig. 2. (a) Unit junction and (b) a rectilinear mesh.

Application of an input to the 1-D system and then continuous

iteration of scattering and timestep equations to each element

constitutes propagation of a traveling wave through the modeled

medium.

B. Two-dimensional Digital Waveguide Mesh

This 1-D case can be extended to create a lattice of waveg-

uides, or a digital waveguide mesh (DWM) resulting in a 2-D

representation of the propagating medium [14]. In the mesh,

scattering junctions are created where multiple waveguides

meet. The basic DWM configuration is the rectilinear mesh,

where junctions are placed at regular intervals on a cartesian-

coordinate grid, such that each has 4 neighboring junctions at

90 from one another. Fig. 2(a) and (b) detail the scattering

junction with arbitrary connections and the formation of the

rectilinear mesh, respectively.

In Fig. 2(a), air pressure values labeled indicate an in-

coming pressure at node from node (at a unit time-step

before), and those labeled show the outgoing pressure at

node , to node (reaching node a time-step later). As in (1),

the pressure on each waveguide is then the sum of its two

components

(2)

The pressure at each junction with intersecting waveg-

uides, each of impedance is [14]

(3)

The time-step, , is then incremented to distribute all junction

output pressures along waveguides to become neighboring junc-

tion input pressures

(4)
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Scattering (3) can also be derived as an equivalent finite differ-

ence algorithm [15]. This mathematical simplification removes

the terms involving incoming and outgoing waveguide pres-

sures, reducing junction parameters to just pressure values and

time indices. This results in a mesh implementation that shows

significant improvements in terms of memory requirements and

computation time [16].

Mesh boundaries are typically simulated using scattering

equations derived from impedance matching techniques. A pro-

portional amount of signal that is incident upon the boundary

impedance is reflected back into the mesh of impedance .

This leads to a reflection coefficient .

The pressure on a single connection boundary node, as in node

1 in Fig. 2(a), is

(5)

Such one-port boundaries provide accurate reflection only

to wavefront components that are parallel to the connecting

waveguide and therefore perpendicular to the boundary. The re-

maining content of the incident wave receives an approximation

to the reflection. However, these effects are only particularly

evident at low reflections . Recent developments in

boundary modeling have seen the use of impedance layers and

spatial filters to reduce the directional dependency [17].

The sampling frequency of the -dimensional mesh is deter-

mined by the distance represented by each waveguide element,

and the wavespeed

(6)

The ability of the rectilinear mesh to perform uniform scat-

tering, however, deteriorates as a function of direction and fre-

quency due to dispersion error [14]. Furthermore, its square

construction limits the valid frequency output content to

[14]. Alternative methods of mesh construction have resulted in

the development of triangular [18] and bilinearly deinterpolated

[19] topologies, both of which reduce the problem to within ac-

ceptable levels. Frequency dependent dispersion error can be

compensated for by the inclusion of frequency warping, where

additional processing of the input and output signals is used to

adjust for unwanted frequency shifts in the spectrum [19].

A further extension of the waveguide modeling technique

can be used to implement a 3-D model of a resonating cavity.

Waveguide structures of various topology can be used to create

models of small cavities or large acoustical spaces such as a

room or concert hall [16], [20], [21]. Accurate simulation of a

source within the space can be achieved with either direct in-

jection or convolution with the room impulse response (RIR)

measured from the mesh.

III. ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVEGUIDE VOCAL TRACT MODEL

A thorough treatment of the theory and construction of the

1-D piecewise vocal tract model can be found in the relevant lit-

erature [7], [8], [22], [23], [24], and in that presented previously

Fig. 3. One-dimensional waveguide vocal tract model.

form this work [12]. This section, therefore, is intended purely

as an overview of the fundamental model, giving also a brief in-

troduction to more recent improvements.

The acoustical properties of the human vocal tract can be

modeled by considering it to be, at its simplest level, a straight

tube from the glottis to the lips. The air column within is dis-

cretized and represented as a series of connected 1-D waveg-

uides, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The varied shape of the tract

along its length, quantified as an area function, is modeled in

the changing acoustic impedance of each waveguide relating

to cylindrical tube section . Frequency dependent reflections

accounting for lip radiation and glottal reflection are placed at

each end. With the introduction of glottal excitation, such as the

three-mass model [25], or the LF waveform [26], speech sound

emanates from the lip end.

The reciprocal relationship between cross-sectional area

and impedance and how they relate to both wavespeed ,

air density , and pressure and volume velocity for each

waveguide is described in (7). Simply put, tract changes such as

a constriction (decreased area) are modeled with an increased

impedance around that point. Kelly-Lochbaum scattering junc-

tions are used at the intersection between each waveguide [6].

Waveguide impedances to either side are used to define signal

reflection and transmission in each direction

(7)

The 1-D model in this form amounts to a connected series of

cylindrical tube elements. This could be considered a spatially

sampled system at zeroth order. The use of waveguides repre-

senting propagation in conical tube elements has been presented

as an improvement to this model [9]. Benefits offered by the

scheme are a first-order area function approximation and signal

scattering derived from spherical, rather than planar wave prop-

agation. However, it has been noted that the conical tract model

introduces additional processing demands on a system, equal

to those would result in a doubling of spatial resolution in the

cylindrical version, offering no further improvements in accu-

racy [27]. Furthermore, the filters needed to facilitate conical

wave propagation are unstable in certain conditions. This can

be solved with a further enhancement to the propagation mech-

anism where the use of a discretized form of Webster’s horn

equation may be used to redefine the underlying algorithms to

better approximate the modeled space [10].
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Fig. 4. One-dimensional /i/ to /a/ vowel slide spectrum

A. Dynamic Articulations

Area function updates are applied directly to the model as

changes in waveguide impedance. Linear interpolation between

start and target values is used to avoid discontinuities in the

resulting waveform. The spectrogram in Fig. 4 illustrates the

change in formant pattern generated when noise is applied to

a 1-D waveguide model undergoing a dynamic slide between

/i/ and /a/ vowel area functions [28]. Glottal input to the same

simulation results in a a vocal-slide between the two modeled

vowels.

IV. TWO-DIMENSIONAL WAVEGUIDE VOCAL TRACT MODEL

Acoustic wave propagation in the vocal tract can also be mod-

eled using the 2-D DWM. The shape of the air cavity between

the glottis and the lips is used to generate a waveguide mesh with

resonant behavior approximating that of the modeled vowel. Re-

sulting spectra should also include higher order cross-tract prop-

agational modes inherent in the higher dimensional representa-

tion, and therefore present synthesis of increased accuracy. Two

methods of mapping the area function onto the mesh model are

presented as follows.

A. Widthwise Mapped Dynamic Articulations

The 1-D area function is generated using 3-D MRI scans

of the tract held in various vowel positions [28]. The complex

shapes generated are condensed into a series of equivalent cir-

cular cross-sectional areas along the length of the tract. In order

to map the shape data onto a 2-D mesh the cross-sectional area

value at each length-wise spatial sampling instant is converted

into a tube radius . A mesh representing a 2-D plane through the

tract from the glottis to the lips is constructed such that its diam-

eter, defined as a number of waveguides across the tube width,

follows this relationship. As such, the mesh uses 1-D area func-

tion data extended into a symmetrical 2-D form. This process is

illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6. In each, the area function is shown

in (a), followed by the diameter map (b), and then how this is

discretized into a 2-D mesh (c).

The spectrogram in Fig. 7 illustrates the change in formants

observed during the noise-excited dynamic slide between the /i/

[Fig. 5(c)] and /a/ [Fig. 6(c)] vowel mesh shapes. The overlayed

dotted lines taken from the formant peaks in Fig. 4 verify the

Fig. 5. Forming the widthwise /i/ vowel waveguide mesh. (a) Cross-sectional
area function, (b) diameter map, (c) spatial discretization.

Fig. 6. Forming the widthwise /a/ vowel waveguide mesh. (a) Cross-sectional
area function, (b) diameter map, and (c) spatial discretization.

2-D system resonances to be similar to, but not exactly the same

as those generated by the 1-D model. This small discrepancy

in frequency may be considered negligible as the variable na-

ture of speech and specifically formant frequencies from person

to person allows for some variation in this matter. More impor-

tantly, it is considered that the perceived likeness of the resulting

sound output of the 2-D mesh to the vowels which were mod-

eled remains a good match.

Although it produces accurate formant synthesis, the width-

wise mapping approach to area function application does not

fully accommodate dynamic changes in tract shape. The vocal

tract configuration used to generate the /i/ to /a/ vowel slide in

Fig. 7 involves a widening in mesh width at the mouth, and a nar-

rowing towards the middle. Referring to the mesh layout around

these areas in Figs. 5(c) and 6(c) it is clear that this transition will

require additional waveguides to be added around the mouth,

and removed from the middle region. These changes force sur-

rounding junctions to alter their behavior. This dynamic restruc-

turing of waveguides at run-time can be problematic in main-

taining the continuity laws governing the mesh scattering equa-

tions. For example, an increase in width might see a one-connec-

tion boundary junction changing to a four-port scattering junc-

tion, resulting in the averaging of the single incoming pressure
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Fig. 7. Two-dimensional mesh width mapped /i/ to /a/ vowel slide spectrum.

Fig. 8. Waveform discontinuities introduced by changing mesh boundary
properties.

value across four outputs and hence a sharp step in pressure gra-

dient in the new mesh area. Some attempts were made to develop

a junction with the capability to accommodate such changes.

Scattering (3) was reconfigured such that errors introduced by

additional or removed pressure inputs were spread evenly across

existing connections as to minimize their effects. It was found,

however, that the manipulation of the equations was often in

contradiction with the underlying acoustic theory, and hence in-

troduced more instabilities rather than less. Minimum disruption

to the pressure balance at each junction was achieved simply by

defining new pressure components to be set to zero and that lost

pressure components are disregarded.

The distance involved in moving a boundary between min-

imal and maximal area function values is about 20 mm. The

changes are infrequent, as the number of junction manipula-

tions is negligible when compared to the number of samples in

the given duration for the transition. For example, using (6) the

waveguide size in a high resolution mesh sampled at 120 kHz is

about 4 mm. In the approximately 500 ms required for the transi-

tion in a diphthong, this would result in five junction changes at

each moving boundary point over 60 000 samples. However, the

small discontinuities propagate across the mesh and are still au-

dible in the output waveform. Fig. 8 shows the output generated

for 30 ms after a boundary change is initiated in the 2-D model

during a vowel slide. The LF glottal flow derivative model was

used as excitation [26]. Approximately four cycles of the output

waveform are shown after a boundary alteration instant. Discon-

tinuities are clearly visible about 14 ms after a step in boundary

movement, which are audible as a high frequency click in the

output.

Fig. 9. Raised impedance hills causing constriction in DWM tube.

B. Impedance Mapped Dynamic Articulations

In order to achieve full dynamic tube-area manipulation

without the introduction of waveform discontinuities a tech-

nique has been developed that uses a different method to map

the area function onto the 2-D mesh model. Considering that

the use of impedance to represent area in the 1-D model allows

for stable alteration of tract shape, a 2-D vocal tract mesh model

using increased dimensional impedance representation has been

used to simulate realistic sounding diphthongs. In Section IV-A

a constriction to the flow in the tract was implemented with a

reduction in mesh width. This new method introduces raised

impedance areas, or hills on to a rectangular straight-tube mesh.

According to (7), a narrowing in the 1-D tract implies a

decrease in cross-sectional area, equivalent to an increase in

impedance of the single waveguide at that point. It follows that

a band of increased impedance waveguides across the width of

a rectangular 2-D mesh at a point of constriction will introduce

similar forwards-backwards reflection-transmission as the 1-D

KL junctions mentioned in Section III. However, if the band

is of constant impedance across, then no cross-tract reflections

will occur, thus making the use of multidimensionality super-

fluous.

A minimum impedance channel is defined through the

middle of the mesh to act as a direct propagation path, and

raised impedance sectors are introduced to either side to act

as the resistance to propagation in areas of constriction. A

wavefront approaching the constriction experiences some

transmission through the center channel and reflection due to

the higher impedances, both across and along the mesh. Fig. 9

demonstrates how the application of raised impedance hills

towards the edges of the mesh alters its resonant behavior.

We define as the lowest impedance value (or largest area

) across the range of vowels required and construct a rect-

angular mesh of length 17.6 cm and width corresponding to

that maximal opening . With equal impedance

across the rectangular mesh, the model exhibits the same length-

wise resonant behavior as a uniform tube of cross sectional

area . An impedance map is constructed whereby each

impedance value along the length of the 1-D area function is

translated into multiple values across the width of the 2-D mesh.

The minimum value remains at the center of the tube and

any constrictions greater than this appear as impedance hills ei-

ther side, approaching at the tract inner walls. Two different

functions have been applied to the shape of the impedance hills

to demonstrate this scheme. First, a linear increase from in
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Fig. 10. Constriction modeled by a linear increase of waveguide impedance
values from the center to the edges of the mesh at Z .

Fig. 11. Constriction modeled by a raised-cosine increase of waveguide
impedance values from the center to the edges of the mesh at Z .

the center, to at the mesh edge, is illustrated in Fig. 10. Junc-

tions shown are those across the width of the mesh at a point

along its length. The grey dotted lines indicate the waveguide

impedance value used for each point across the width of the

mesh. An example of the manner in which a plosive articula-

tion is modeled using this method is included in the diagram.

The high impedance represents a virtual cut-off

to the flow, where the linear impedance hills are large enough to

restrict flow beyond the constriction.

The second demonstration of this method uses an inverted

raised cosine window, scaled according to the equivalent 1-D

impedance value and central channel minimum , to re-

alize the impedance hills. The impedance variation across the

y-axis of the 2-D mesh of total width is described in (8). The

equation is evaluated at each point along the x-axis (length) in

relation to the corresponding impedance value taken from

the 1-D area function

(8)

Fig. 11 shows the impedance shape formed across the width

of the rectangular mesh using the raised cosine function (8).

With this system applied to the mesh, the impedance map for

the /i/ and /a/ vowels would appear as in Figs. 12 and 13, respec-

tively. In the diagrams the 1-D area function is detailed in (a) and

the straight tube mesh with overlayed raised cosine impedance

Fig. 12. Forming the impedance mapped /i/ vowel waveguide mesh. (a) Cross-
sectional area function and (b) rectangular mesh with raised cosine impedance
map.

Fig. 13. Forming the impedance mapped /a/ vowel waveguide mesh. (a) Cross-
sectional area function and (b) rectangular mesh with raised cosine impedance
map

Fig. 14. Two-dimensional mesh linear impedance mapped /i/ to /a/ vowel
diphthong.

map is shown in (b), where a higher impedance is represented

with a lighter shade of grey. The minimum impedance channel

can be observed as the darker area along the center, and the

lighter, higher impedance constrictions are clear towards the

edges of the mesh. The equivalent linear impedance maps are

not included as little visible difference is apparent between the

two functions at the scale chosen for the diagram.

The two methods can be verified with an examination of the

formant patterns generated when each is used to generate the

vowel slide /i/ to /a/. A linear interpolation is used to define the

transition between the two area functions in both cases. The dy-

namic behavior of the linear impedance mapped model is shown

in the noise excited spectrogram in Fig. 14, to be very similar to

the widthwise mapped equivalent in Fig. 7.

The overlayed dotted line highlights that the changes in for-

mants are also very close to those generated using a 1-D model
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Fig. 15. Two-dimensional mesh raised cosine impedance mapped /i/ to /a/
vowel diphthong.

Fig. 16. Comparison of possible cross-mesh impedance functions: linear,
gaussian and raised cosine.

in Fig. 4. The lower two formants, however, are attenuated by

approximately 12 dB compared to the third and fourth. Further-

more, the third formant can be seen to follow a slightly erratic

path, giving stepped changes rather than the smooth transition

required. Speech-like output generated using this model con-

tains a buzzing quality where the glottal waveform is emerging

with little of the important lower resonances imparted onto it.

This is considered an artifact of the very narrow channel cre-

ated with the linear impedance hills. The central lower

impedance region has zero physical width (see Fig. 10), and so

has little of the desired effect as a direct propagational path.

The raised cosine impedance mapped model vowel slide

formants are shown in Fig. 15. Again, the frequencies appear

at similar values to those generated with both the 1-D and

2-D widthwise models. Issues identified with the linear map-

ping function are no longer present. The relative strength and

smoothness of transition of the formants is more in line with

those observed in the 1-D model.

The wider central channel provided by the raised cosine

method (Fig. 11) provides an increased acoustic throughput,

and therefore does not restrict the signal propagation as with

the linear map. Fig. 16 highlights this difference. Comparison

is drawn between the raised cosine impedance function, the

linear version (dotted line), and another possible consideration,

a gaussian curve (grey line) with a standard normal distribution.

The raised cosine function offers a wider central channel whilst

still providing a smooth transition in the increased impedance

effects towards the tract inner walls. Furthermore, vowel sounds

Fig. 17. Impedance mapped model waveform after area function change.

generated with the raised cosine function are considered to be

the most natural of the three simulations. As such, it is selected

for use in further simulations.

There are now no discontinuities audible in the resulting diph-

thong created using the application of the LF glottal waveform

to the model during the slide between the two area functions.

This is demonstrated in Fig. 17 where the output waveform after

an area function change contains none of the high frequency dis-

continuities highlighted in the widthwise equivalent in Fig. 8.

C. Real Time Performance

Previous work has shown that the 2-D mesh vocal tract

model based on a widthwise area function implementation

offers speech sound generation on a non real-time basis [11],

[12]. Parameters are set within the model and the system is left

to generate the output. As indicated in (6), sampling frequency

and hence simulation times vary largely with mesh resolution;

clearly more waveguide sections, closer together within the

spatially sampled area will result in a longer run time. Owing to

its construction, the widthwise 2-D vocal model requires a high

resolution mesh to incorporate the small distances appearing in

some states of the tract. For example, the distance between the

lips in the /u/ vowel area function [28] can be as little as 8 mm.

For minimum mesh resolution two waveguides (two boundary

junctions and one standard scattering junction) are needed

to suitably model this narrow tube section. Given (6), a 2-D

system synthesizing wave propagation at ms using

a waveguide size mm results in a sampling frequency

of kHz. With such a mesh requiring of the order of

200–300 junctions, real-time performance is not currently an

option. Questions also arise when considering the sort of mesh

resolution needed to accurately model a near or complete stop

to the air flow, for example as seen in plosive articulation.

The impedance mapping techniques place no limitations

on minimum width, as the mesh retains its rectangular shape

throughout. Therefore a 2-D system may be constructed with

a waveguide size mm, which gives a sampling fre-

quency of 44.1 kHz, and given the restraints for the

rectilinear mesh, a valid bandwidth of approximately 11 kHz.

Such an arrangement employing a rectilinear mesh topology

comprises 60 waveguide junctions. Exploiting this reduction

in sampling frequency, software has been developed which

demonstrates real-time 2-D DWM vocal tract model vowel

shape manipulation. The model allows for real-time user in-

teraction using a mouse to bring about smooth vowel slides

resulting in diphthongs and sharper area function changes

effecting momentary constrictions to the airflow for simulation

of plosive articulation.
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Fig. 18. Simulated plosive articulation with the 2-D impedance mapped mesh.

The software constructed to test the real-time dynamic 2-D

model is available for download and use at http://www-users.

york.ac.uk/~dtm3/vocaltract. Fig.18showsexampleoutput from

thesoftware. In thesimulation,voicedplosivearticulationismod-

eled in the 2-D impedance mapped /i/ vowel mesh using a mouse

controlled slider which represents the area function at the lip end.

Theplosiveisgeneratedwithaconstrictiontothetractasindicated

by the high impedance in Fig. 11. The waveform has four

distinctivepointswhereastopandreleaseofpressure isgenerated

as a direct result of the real-time constrictions made with the user

interface. Combined with LF glottal excitation, each plosive part

of the waveform is a synthesized version of the word bee. Other

vowels and area function manipulations at different places along

the tract may be used to simulate further voiced and non-voiced

plosive articulation.

D. Discussion

Articulatory vocal tract modeling is currently still in its in-

fancy. A sophisticated artificial speech system based on a sim-

ulation of the complex biological and physical processes ob-

served in the vocal tract may eventually exhibit naturalness close

to that already shown in sample based methods. Once such a

system is defined it also may prove interesting, as is possible

in other physical models, to examine its behavior beyond that

observed in the real world. Adapting the input parameters and

bounding limits could give scope for experimentation, such as

the changing of material properties within the tract, or even the

application of non-human tract area data.

Vocal tract modeling methods based on defining wave prop-

agation in 1-D are widely known and accepted due to their sim-

plicity and low processing requirements, making them ideal for

real-time simulation. The addition of extra dimensionality to

the model will increase its ability to accurately simulate the

tract resonances. However, current levels of advancement in

computer processing power indicate that high resolution mul-

tidimensional acoustical modeling in real-time is not yet pos-

sible. Furthermore, the techniques used to model such struc-

tures, specifically those used in 3-D DWM room acoustic simu-

lation, are currently under development and as yet little has been

done to include dynamic considerations.

A technique presented here as an alternative method of area

function application to the 2-D DWM vocal tract model has

been shown to allow stable dynamic changes to be made. Re-

sults from Section IV-B show the impedance based tract shape

application to generate nearly identical formant patterns to those

created using the same area function as applied to a highly spa-

tially sampled, and therefore accurate 1-D model. The process

of translating the area function data onto a mesh impedance

map was analyzed with two approaches; one using a linear

impedance increase and one based on a raised-cosine function.

The steep gradient of the linear function proved to restrict the

width of the central channel which was inherent in the model

design. It was therefore concluded that the raised-cosine-based

constrictions provide more accurate formant simulation, and

more realistic sounding vowel synthesis. This configuration

is shown to facilitate a slide between two vowels without the

waveform discontinuities introduced using width based shape

mapping discussed in Section IV-A. The alternative manner in

which constrictions are applied to the tract using the impedance

based method also allows for a reduction in sampling frequency

and, as discussed in Section IV-C, realtime interaction with the

tract model. It is considered that output results bear an audible

improvement to those generated with a highly spatially sampled

1-D model using the same area functions and glottal input.

E. Future Considerations

Further research is needed into the use of multidimensional

signal processing techniques in dynamic time-domain acoustic

modeling of the vocal tract. In order to verify it as a poten-

tially advantageous method of artificial speech production focus

may be needed towards the completion of the 2-D model using

boundary filters to model the tract energy losses due to fric-

tional, thermal and yielding wall effects. The use of different

topology waveguide structures, such as the triangular [18] or

interpolated [19] mesh, should also be investigated in order to

exploit the increased valid frequency output range and improved

dispersion characteristics. A move towards a 3-D model using

a complete 3-D scan of the tract shape may bring about highly

accurate vocal tract acoustic simulations. The use of full MRI

scan data with complex-shape cross-sectional area data rather

than the circular form used for 1-D simulation should increase

the naturalness of synthesis. It is considered that the impedance

mapping of area function presented in this paper could be easily

adapted for use in a 3-D model. A 17.6-cm-long cuboid rect-

angular waveguide structure could have the area function set

within the impedance of waveguides through each 2-D slice

across the tract. Such a system would also lend itself well to the

non-circular tract shapes found in the complex 3-D scans. Con-

siderations could also be made towards the inclusion of length-

wise shape changes to the mesh, such as those observed in the

protrusion of the lips for the /u/ vowel and weather this can be

achieved with some form of the impedance mapping technique

presented in this paper. Much further work would be involved in

drawing up a set of rules as to how the model might move during

simulation of actual speech, such that it might be used in natural

sounding speech synthesis. Furthermore, alongside technolog-

ical advances in tract scanning, these methods could eventually

be used to create a personalized model for the speech impaired.

V. CONCLUSION

Recent developments in 2-D waveguide mesh modeling of

the vocal tract have been discussed. Problems with discontinu-

ities appearing in the output waveform introduced by moving

the mesh boundaries have been addressed. Simulation of the

tract changes taking place in speech have been considered using
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a new method of area function application which defines wave-

guide impedance as the variable quantity rather than the mesh

shape itself. This technique allows for stable manipulation of the

area function for the synthesis of diphthong and plosive speech

sounds. In addition, the possibility of a reduction in system

sampling frequency also emerges, allowing for real-time per-

formance to be achieved.
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